LE ROY SR. HIGH SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST
MATH
ALGEBRA | MRS. CLIFFORD

PRECALCULUS | MISS JOSEPH

 binder
 pencils
 TI-Nspire CX graphing calculator is suggested but not
required. Be sure to NOT purchase the CAS version as that is not
allowed for the Regents Exam.

 pens/pencils
 highlighters
 colored pencils
 2” binder
 loose leaf paper/notebook
 dividers
 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED: TI-nspire CX calculator

ALGEBRA 1A/1B | MISS JOSEPH
 pens/pencils
 highlighters
 colored pencils
 2” binder
 loose leaf paper/notebook
 dividers
 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED: TI-nspire CX calculator

STATISTICS | MRS. FARNHOLZ
 3-ring notebook with dividers
 spiral or composition notebook for note taking
 pens/pencils
 We will be using the TI-Nspire in class. Having access to one at
home (or even a TI-84 plus) would be beneficial.

SCIENCE

MATH HS 9 | MRS. CROSS
 3-ring binder
 pencils
 lined paper
 highlighters
 tab dividers

GEOMETRY FOUNDATIONS | MRS. CURTIS
 sturdy 2-pocket folder - no 3-hole punch prongs
 pencils - no pen is permitted

GEOMETRY (REGENTS) | MRS. CURTIS
 2” binder - anything smaller will not hold all the notes
 pencils - no pen is permitted

ALGEBRA 2 FOUNDATIONS | MRS. CURTIS
 sturdy 2-pocket folder - no 3-hole punch prongs
 pencils - no pen is permitted

ALGEBRA 2 CC | MRS. FARNHOLZ
 3-ring notebook with dividers
 pens/pencils
 We will be using the TI-Nspire in class. Having access to one at
home (or even a TI-84 plus) would be beneficial.

EARTH SCIENCE | MRS. SOTO
 pens and pencils
 2” binder
 agenda

EARTH SCIENCE/SCIENCE 9 | MR. WILCOX
 notebook
 folder/binder
 calculator
 pens/pencils (NO red)

LIVING ENVIRONMENT | MRS. LOVRIA
 2” 3-ring binder
 pencils for graphing
 pens

REGENTS/AP CHEMISTRY | MRS. MANTELL
 3-ring binder (at least 1”) with paper and dividers
 calculator (Regents-any type / AP-graphing preferred)
 pencil and pen

HUMAN & SOCIAL BIO | MRS. LOVRIA
 packet folder
 pen/pencil

LE ROY SR. HIGH SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST
SOCIAL STUDIES
GLOBAL HISTORY 9 | MS. MARTEN

US HISTORY & GOVT | MS. SPANTON

 3-ring binder (1 1/2” to 2” is best)
 loose leaf paper
 earbuds/headphones (to watch videos on the Chromebooks)
 optional—a set of highlighters with at least 5 colors (I have
a bin of highlighters for students who do not wish to bring their
own to class each day.)

 2” three ring binder
 notebook paper
 pens and pencils
 highlighters (May-June)

PRE-AP WORLD HISTORY | MS. MARTEN
 3-ring binder (1 1/2” to 2” is best)
 loose leaf paper
 binder dividers—with at least five sections
 earbuds/headphones (to watch videos on the Chromebooks)

SOCIAL STUDIES 9/10 | MRS. PALOZZI
 2” 3-ring binder
 lined paper
 pen

GLOBAL II | MRS. NETCHKE
 3” three ring binder
 pack of loose-leaf paper
 pack of 12 tab dividers for binder
 notebook (one subject is fine)
 black or blue ink pens
 highlighters (variety of colors)
 notecards (one pack, lined preferred)

AP WORLD HISTORY | MRS. NETCHKE
 3-4” three ring binder
 pack of loose-leaf paper
 pack of 12 tab dividers for binder
 notebook (at least 140 pages, doesn’t need to be divided into
sections)
 black or blue ink pens
 highlighters (variety of colors)
 notecards (one pack, lined preferred)
 flash drive (doesn’t need to be just for our class)
 post-it notes

AP US HISTORY | MR. LAITENBERGER
 3-ring binder

 spiral notebook (less than 100 pages is fine)

AP GOVERNMENT | MS. SPANTON
 pens
 notebook paper
 folder with pockets

ECONOMICS | MR. BATTAGLIA
 pens
 notebook

ENGLISH
ENGLISH 9 | MRS. BROTHERTON
 3-ring binder (1 - 1 1/2 inch)
 tabs (optional)
 writing utensils
 pens

ENGLISH 10 / PRE-AP | MRS. SACK
 1 1/2 inch binder
 notebook paper
 10 notebook dividers
 blue/black pens
 2 highlighters (different colors)
 pocket folder

ENGLISH 11 / AP LANGUAGE | MS. BRADLEY
 8 subject tab dividers
 1 1/2” binder with rings
 pens
 lined notebook paper
 post-it notes (minimum size of 3x3 recommended)
 index cards (optional for vocabulary review)
 single subject notebook of lined paper (AP Lang ONLY)

ENGLISH 12 | MRS. BROTHERTON
 3-ring binder (1 - 1 1/2 inch)
 tabs (optional)
 loose leaf paper
 writing utensils
 lined index cards

LE ROY SR. HIGH SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST
MUSIC

ART
INTRO TO STUDIO ART | MS. CASTRO

HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR | MRS. MCLEAN

 folder
 pencil

 folder

MUSICAL THEATRE | MRS. MCLEAN
POTTERY | MS. CASTRO
 folder
 pencil

 binder
 paper

OCC. ED.

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY | MS. CASTRO
 memory card for a digital camera, 8 or 16GB (16 is a
better value)
 folder to hand assignments and handouts

METAL DESIGN | MS. CASTRO
 bring a pencil
 plastic shoebox with lid (Dollar Store) for storing projects
and materials
 save scrap jewelry materials, “finding”—clasps, broken
necklaces, one earing, old leather belts, not required but we are
hoping to recycle some material into new wearable art

LOTE
SPANISH 1-4 | SRA. GRECO
 3-ring binder (no folders) with 5 dividers
This binder should not be shared with other subjects
 loose leaf lined paper
 pens
 white lined or unlined index cards (100)
 highlighters (4-5 different colors)

CLOTH & TEXTILE/HOUSE ENV. | MRS. RICH
 folder
 paper
 pens/pencils
 fabric scissors or shears - Look for emails in regards to
fabric

FOOD AND NUTRITION I & II | MRS. RICH
 folder
 paper
 pens/pencils

HEALTH | MRS. HORGAN
 folder
 lined paper
 pen/pencil

PSYCH & SOCIOLOGY | MRS. HORGAN
 folder
 lined paper
 pen/pencil
 earbuds helpful

RESOURCE

FRENCH | MRS. QADIRI
 1” binder with dividers
 3x5 cards
 pens/pencils
 highlighters
 ear buds—recommended

RESOURCE | MRS. PALOZZI

PE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
 sneakers
 t-shirt/sweatshirt
 shorts/athletic pants

 folder
 lined paper
 pen

RESOURCE | MRS. PRICE
 pens
 pencils and eraser (cap or large) whichever you prefer
 folder

